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FIRST WORD

MY BLOOD IS RED... AND GOLD!

Welcome to Hutt Park.
Today we have our top 4 sides playing at home, oh and the Masters Reds!
With 15 senior teams across the Stop Out club,
our teams always welcome a home game on
Hutt Park.
For our Men’s Central League team it’s been a
righting of the ship over the last few weeks with
two wins in the Central League and a comfortable
Chatham Cup victory. Apparently with Palmerston
North Marist beating Lower Hutt last weekend,
we will be challenging for the O’Brien shield next
weekend in the Manawatu. Being in 3rd place and
in touch of the leaders, it’s just a matter of keeping
our noses out of trouble and picking up points
against the teams below us.
And today what on paper should be an easy
victory with 3rd taking on 10th will be far from
that. Our local derby’s with Lower Hutt are always
juicy and expect it to be brutal.
Our W League team have been working tirelessly
in training and are starting to become more
competitive in their matches. Team spirit is high

and a strong sense of belief is building. With the
Women’s review deciding to keep the 6 team
league structure with no format change until the
2019 season, it’s a great opportunity to develop
our player roster over the next two years. On Hutt
Park 2 today the W league ladies take on Setaoun
a traditional powerhouse of Women’s football in
our region.
The early game on Hutt Park 2 sees our 2nd team
Capital 1 side take on University who are looking
to bounce back to Capital Premier after relegation
last season.
Alistair Yates and his Capital 4 team are keen to
get their season back on track with a game against
league leaders Island Bay FC. With a balance of
youth and experience they sit in the top four.
Expect a wee cameo at the end for “Goal a game”
Yatesy!
It’s certainly a busy day at Hutt Park so enjoy the
football and our Stop Out hospitality.
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SEASON FIXTURE: STOP OUT (MEN’S CENTRAL LEAGUE 2017)
Round 1

01/04/17 (SAT)

14:30

Newtown Park

Stop Out | 4

vs

Wellington United | 0

Round 2

08/04/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out | 1

vs

Team Taranaki | 1

Round 3

14/04/17 (FRI)

15:00

Fraser Park Turf

Stop Out | 3

vs

Lower Hutt City AFC | 2

Round 4

17/04/17 (MON)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out | 7

vs

Palmerston North Marist | 0

Round 5

22/04/17 (SAT)

14:30

David Farrington Park

Stop Out | 0

vs

Miramar Rangers | 4

Round 6

29/04/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out | 3

vs

Napier City Rovers | 2

Round 7

06/05/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out | 2

vs

Wellington Olympic | 2

Round 8

21/05/17 (SUN)

14:00

Endeavour 1

Stop Out | 0

vs

Western Suburbs | 1

Round 9

27/05/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out | 1

vs

Wairarapa United | 4

Round 10

03/06/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out | 1

vs

Wellington United | 0

Round 11

11/06/17 (SUN)

13:00

Yarrow Stadium

Stop Out | 1

vs

Team Taranaki | 0

Round 12

17/06/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out

vs

Lower Hutt City AFC

Round 13

08/07/17 (SAT)

14:30

Memorial Park (PN)

Stop Out

vs

Palmerston North Marist

Round 14

02/07/17 (SUN)

14:00

Park Island

Stop Out

vs

Napier City Rovers

Round 15

22/07/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out

vs

Miramar Rangers

Round 16

29/07/17 (SAT)

17:45

Wakefield 2

Stop Out

vs

Wellington Olympic

Round 17

05/08/17 (SAT)

14:30

Hutt Park 1

Stop Out

vs

Western Suburbs

Round 18

12/08/17 (SAT)

17:30

Masterton Memorial Turf

Stop Out

vs

Wairarapa United
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CENTRAL LEAGUE

MATCH REPORT

Stop Out vs Wellington Phoenix - Hutt Park
An exciting Central League fixture saw us roll up to Hutt Park, with freshly installed box goals,
to play the Wellington Phoenix U20 side. It was a rivalry which was intensified by the fact
Justin Gulley and Cherbel Khouchaba were lining up to play against the club from which
they both played many years.
A new midfield trio of Justin, Cole and Steve saw
added bite and experience in the middle of the
park for our side. Miroslav, Cherbel and Andrew
Abba completed our front three with the latter
of the trio completing his last game for the red
and gold. Thank you for your years of service to
the club Abba, and enigmatic talent with electric
pace and outstanding feet. Abba has been wrong
footing players left, right and centre on the field
and constantly providing a laugh for the team off
it. You will be missed.
Though saddened by the loss of Abba a milestone
was set to be staged. Brayan Heredia, our 16
year old, extremely motivated, dedicated player
stepped up to make his Central League debut.
Brayan, signed at the start of the season after
impressing in preseason training has been an
excellent member of the squad during the initial
stages of the season, eagerly awaiting patiently
his first start for the club. Well done Brayan,
hoping for 100 more!
The game started at a quick pace as we took
control of the opening stages. Abba, once again
was getting on the ball causing all kind of issues
for the young defenders who struggled to cope
with his electric pace and power on the ball. Micky
was providing a constant headache for defenders
Liam Wood and Ben Mata, with his movement in

behind and dropping deeper to receive in front
of them. The game plan involved shifting them
around the park knowing that our experience
and patience to break down the opposition in
wide areas would be a huge factor in winning this
tie. A fine flick header from a Cole Peverley inch
perfect free kick saw Micky put us 1 nil up going
in to the break in a challenging game. At half time
the lads once again remained calm to play out a
professional performance. Abba succumbed to
a hand injury as Grinner stepped in to replace
the departing winger. Following that Steve and
Cole respectively had injury concerns and were
removed from the fray making way for young
Devon Batchelor and rangy striker Jerram Tuck. A
reshuffle saw us go close in a few instances, before
some expert defending from our back four and
great saves from James McPeake kept us ahead in
the tie. A final score line of 1-0 was a fair reflection
on the game with the Phoenix U20 players playing
as expected with quick ball movement through
the midfield, with a resolute performance from
the red and gold to get us back on track and
picking up a much deserved three points.
A good day for young Brayan Heredia, not only
helping us to three points on a CL debut, but
also picking up the MOTM award in a huge
performance which saw him slot seamlessly into
right back.

Final Score: Stop Out 1 vs Wellington Phoenix 0

TARANAKI DAILY TIMES
Improved effort but still no result for TT

Dom Squatriti and Cole Peverley compete for the ball

Disappointed with the result but not the effort. That was the summation from Team Taranaki
coach Ian McGrath after they lost their Central League football match 1-0 to third-placed
Stop Out at Yarrow Stadium on Sunday. McGrath had every right to feel disappointed
because one poor piece of defending cost them the game.

Gavin Hoy tries to get one around Stop Out keeper James McPeake

What he had to be positive about was a marked
improvement in discipline, a more productive
showing through the midfield and a couple of
well taken chances that on another day might
have resulted in goals, including one super effort
from Josh Smith that drew an equally impressive
save from the Stop Out keeper.

If there were criticism to be had with the Team
Taranaki performance then it would centre on
their inability to control possession for long
periods while they struggled to create any
chances in the first half hour. But they improved
as the match went on and dominated the early
parts of the second half after the sides went to the
sheds with the score at 0-0.

Paul Cunningham tries to get the ball away as Brayan Heredia closes in
The goal they conceded came from an over hit
corner that was simply not dealt with but it drew
an immediate response that could have had a
positive outcome.
“A mistake has cost us the game but we can’t
focus on one thing,” McGrath said.
“They really need to focus on all the positives. It
was a good performance against a very good side.
At times in the first half we had to soak up the
pressure but I thought we did that well and we
came much more into the game in the second half
and showed we can compete.”
There was much to like about the work of captain

Nathan Hill who continues to give everything
for 90 minutes going forward and back while
there was some good work done in the midfield
by Gavin Hoy. McGrath said the players were
naturally disappointed because they are on a run
of bad results and they got no reward for their
much improved effort.
“You start to think things are going against you
but we have to stay positive.”
Team Taranaki travel away to Mirimar Rangers
for their next match on Saturday. The loss keeps
them in seventh place but they are now just three
points above bottom.

Central League results:

Marist Palmerston North 4 Lower Hutt City 1
Stop Out 1 Team Taranaki 0
Wairarapa United 3 Wellington Olympic 2
Wellington United 7 Mirimar Rangers 4
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Chelsea O’Callaghan
Annie Olssen
Tiff Bock
Eve Martin
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COACH
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AR1
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AR2
Liam Mcgee

CHATHAM CUP SECOND ROUND

MATCH REPORT

Stop Out vs Palmerston North Marist - Hutt Park
We welcomed Shane Rufer and his Palmerston North Marist side to Hutt Park for the second
time this season. We were winners in the first round of the league and were hoping to repeat
the result to move into the next round of the Chatham Cup. Shane took the opportunity to
rest a few players with an eye on the next league game so there were a few younger faces in
the line-up. That being said any Marist side you face is a hard-working outfit.
If we had any thoughts of cruising the game they
were taken away just two minutes in when we
failed to clear a corner twice and the ball was
smashed home from just inside the area. The
response was great and we drew level just four
minutes later when Cole Peverley scored his first
goal since he returned to the club from a well
struck free-kick. After 15 minutes, we took the
lead from a Luke Grindlay header after a Cherbel
Kouchaba corner. Just before the break Grindlay
turned provide where he was played through,

drew the keeper and squared the ball for Jerram
Tuck to score his first goal for the club.
The second half we controlled well and it was
Steve Guley who stretched the lead to 4-1 before
Justin who was not to be out done rounded off
the scoring with a well taken goal from just inside
the area. After a tough opening few minutes we
were happy to ease into the next round, where we
will face North Wellington at home.

Final Score: Stop Out 5 v Palmerston North Marist 1
Scorers: Peverley, Grindlay, Tuck, S Guley, J Gulley
Man of the Match: Scott Henderson

CENTRAL LEAGUE

MATCH REPORT

Stop Out v Team Taranaki - Yarrows Stadium
A long journey up to New Plymouth was rewarded with absolutely first-class facilities at
Yarrows Stadium, the surface was perfect to play on. After the tough 1-1 draw in the first
round we were expecting an absolute battle at their place and knew we would have to be
disciplined and patient to bring the three points home.
In the first half Taranaki sat deep with a back 5 and
didn’t apply the pressure in the midfield third that
we were expecting. This gave freedom for Cole,
Justin and Steve to get on the ball in between the
lines and cause a lot of problems for the Taranaki
defence. We created enough chances to go ahead
but just could not get the ball over the line with
a combination of fine saves, deflections and
inaccuracy letting us down.
Halftime was an opportunity to reflect and
reinforce the point that we needed to be patient
to break this defensive side down. The second half

played out as we expected the whole game to be,
Taranaki pushed more numbers into midfield and
our time on the ball was reduced. It became more
physical and combative which threw us off our
game for a few minutes. Once we reacted we
stated to dominate again and from a delivery from
the left the keeper made an error and Cherbel
Kouchaba was on hand to finish to give us the 1-0
lead. Within 10 minutes Taranaki had their best
chance of the match and James McPeake made a
fantastic save to keep us in the lead. From there
we defended really well to close out the game and
take a well deserved win.

Final Score: Stop Out 1 v Team Taranaki 0
Scorers: Cherbel Kouchaba
Man of the Match: Justin Gulley

WOMEN’S W-LEAGUE

MATCH REPORT

Stop Out v Marist - Memorial Park
Playing Marist was always going to be a challenge but the team was ready for it knowing
that their last game against Marist ended in only a 3 - 1 loss. So to keep a low scoring game
we would have to keep to our game plan which was to disrupt their flow and limit scoring
opportunities by pressing for 90 mins.
This tactic worked will keeping Marist from
scoring until around 30 odd mins into the
first half but it also allowed us to create some
scoring opportunities. However we were unable
to capitalise from them so we went into half
time 1 nil down. But we were happy with our
performance.
The second half started much the same way with
both teams creating scoring opportunities but

Marist scored another 2 goals from defensive
errors and an unlucky attempted clearance off the
goal line ricocheting off a Marist player into our
goal giving them a 3rd goal .
The game finished 4 -0 but our Stop Out ladies
put up a very positive performance making Marist
work very hard for their win. Sadly the final score
did not reflect that.

Final Score: Stop Out 0 v Palmerston North Marist 4

THE PASSAGE OF TIME
“Time is inexplicable because it moves – clicks away – at steady increments,
while increasing the past and bringing the future into the present”. That is
a quote from writer, Kilroy Oldster, in his book Dead Toad Scrolls. In talking
to, albeit late in the day, people at the Old Timers’ Day and, also, helping
make arrangement for a friend’s birthday thoughts on the passage of time
have come to the fore. Particularly, I felt, when talking to Alec Mine the
former men’s first team coach.
It was the first time I had spoken to Alec but I had
been alongside a chat with him at the start of Stop
Out’s national League run back in 1970. We were
digging into an anecdote that Mike Holmwood
had told to me. It occurred to me that, time had
moved away, as we were discussing an event of
over forty years ago. The past suddenly seemed
far away.
Another quote from the same work is “living
is a process of developing oneself. Without
experiencing pain from disconcerting periods
of our lives, we would be different person, perhaps
a lesser person.” When I got to this I immediately
dipped back into the relative pain at the end of
the season the mens’ side were relegated from
the old National League. In that match’s aftermath
there was a speech in the clubrooms from an old
hand who said ‘we are too big a club to stay down’.
The years since them have offered an insight into
sporting pain. Even a big club can stay down.
The powerful eighties side that was fated not
to get to the top tier. Then the dogs day that
followed until the relatively recent rebirth of a
fine and feisty club.

MIKE BARTON

Often we hear, used as an expression of wisdom
or sympathy, the words ‘time is a great healer’. Well
and good, for who exactly? As one of a group of
emotional teenagers stung by that relegation
match I can offer, using the words of a Forbes
journalist, “Time heals nothing. It’s what you
choose to do with that time that makes all the
difference.” For me, that match remains a small
hook on to which a memory can be hung. Mostly,
because I can recall the reactions, in both gestures
and word, of those with me that day. It seems
recent but time has moved away, clicked away,
in its steady increments. The future is here. My
friend’s birthday is upon us and one hundred
years of Stop Out looms.
So time passes but a question remains. What
is time? In looking for thoughts around that
question this appeared “Time is a ubiquitous
and essential ingredient of both everyday life and
all manner of thought, but its fundamental nature
remains tantalisingly difficult to encapsulate.” In
addition it is perhaps true to add that we do not
have a lot of time so it is best to use it, and use
it well, before it ends up bringing the future into
the present.

Alec Milne with Jim McCreadie at the Old Timers Day
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